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Converting numeric barcodes to alphabetic barcodes
Intelligent Mail barcodes (IMBs) consist of 65 bars of four different kinds. The barcode is created from a set of
65 letters using a barcode font that changes each letter to a corresponding bar.
Each set of 65 letters, in turn, are created from a set of 25, 29 or 31 numbers (depending on whether the user
supplies a 5-digit or 9-digit zip code, and whether a delivery-point code is supplied). Some software products
create the sets of numbers, but do not convert them to letters.
This screen converts the barcode numbers into the barcode letters so that the barcode can be printed with an
Intelligent Mail barcode font. Our SmartBars12 font is provided along with Postage Barcoder Max, and is
installed when you install the software. You can use it to print the letters as the corresponding bars, by setting
the font size to 12 point.
Here's how to convert a file with numeric IMBs into alphabetic IMBs:
1.

If the file that has your numeric barcodes is an Excel file (.xls, .xlsx), an Access file (.mdb, .accdb) or a
dBase file (.dbf), make sure you provide a column for Postal Barcoder Max to use to save the alphabetic
barcodes. For Access and dBase, make sure the column is a text column, at least 65 characters long. For
comma-separated (.csv) or tab-separated (.tab, .txt) files, you can either provide a column or Postal
Barcode Max can add a column for you.

2.

Under "Numeric to Alpha" in the menu at the top, click "Convert Numeric Barcodes to Alpha".

3.

You'll see the standard window for opening a file. Choose and open the file that contains your numeric
barcodes. (Make sure the file is not also open in other software.)

4.

You'll now see the Column Matching screen. It will confirm the name and type of file you have opened,
and the number of records in that file.

Make sure that's the file you wanted.

Use this box to select the column in your file that contains the numeric barcodes. Instructions for using
this selector box are at the top of the Column Matching screen.

Similarly, use this box to select the column in your file where you want to save the alphabetic barcodes.
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This box is visible when the mailing list file you select is a comma-separated file (.csv) or a tab-separated
file (.tab, .txt).
Postal Barcoder Max saves the alphabetic barcodes in your mailing list file in column that you choose
with the corresponding selection box, as discussed above. If you leave the selection box blank, but check
"Create new columns…", Postal Barcoder Max will add a column for alphabetic barcodes at the end of
each row in your mailing list file.
5.

Click Finish to proceed. The software will attempt to do and save the conversions, and will show you the
results. You can open your file to see the results. You should see sets of 65 letters in the column you
selected to save the alphabetic barcodes.

YOU'RE FINISHED!
GREAT JOB!
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